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Introduction 

 
 The Page Springs Quadrangle is in the northern part of Verde Valley in north-central 
Arizona, at the northern edge of the Transition Zone between the Colorado Plateau and the Basin 
and Range (Fig. 1).  Paved access to the southeast quadrant of the map is provided by Arizona State 
Route 89A (formerly US89A) and Yavapai County Route 50; other parts of the map area can be 
reached by graded and ungraded U.S. Forest roads and informal tracks appropriate for 4-wheel 
drive vehicles.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.  Location map.  Verde Valley is shaded; quadrangle is black rectangle.  
 
 The western half of the quadrangle is covered by fluvial and lacustrine rocks of the Miocene 
and Pliocene Verde Formation, and Miocene volcanic rocks occupy most of the eastern half; 
Permian sedimentary rocks underlie the northeast corner.  All geologic contacts and faults in the 
volcanic area were traced in the field; aerial photographs supplemented field mapping in tracing 
contacts and faults in the Permian strata.  Volcanic map units were defined on the bases of 
lithology, structure, and morphology, and stratigraphic relations were determined in the field on the 
basis of traditional geologic principles such as superposition and cross-cutting relations. 
 
 The research plan was to map all lava flows, vent structures, intrusions, and pyroclastic 
deposits that could be distinguished in the field as discrete units, and to trace each flow to its source.  
However, multiple contiguous lava flows of the same lithology from the same vent, and individual 
flow units of compound lava flows and lava-flow fields were not mapped separately.  Forty-nine 
volcanic constructs and intrusions were mapped in the quadrangle.  Out of 26 lavas that flowed 
distally from extrusion points, only one could not be linked with an identifiable or probable source 
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(olivine basalt lava flow, Tob1). Thin felsic tuff beds, also of unknown source, might have erupted 
from dacite volcanoes in the Hackberry Mountain area near Camp Verde, Arizona.  Two lava-flow 
map units have probable sources outside of the quadrangle: the clinopyroxene-olivine basalt flow of 
Dry Creek (Tcbd) could have erupted from a dike in Cathedral Rock on the Sedona Quadrangle 
(Paul Lindberg, oral commun.,September 14, 2014), and the House Mountain lava flows (Th) likely 
erupted from vents on or near the summit of House Mountain, also on the Sedona Quadrangle.  
 
  The Correlation of Map Units was constructed with  much confidence.  Successions of 
several lava flows in local areas could be determined because closely spaced vents (see Sheet 3) 
caused the flows to overlap.  A key map unit of wide extent (older olivine basalt, Tobo) allowed 
correlation across most of the volcanic part of the quadrangle.  
 

Geology 
 

 Three Permian formations mapped in the quadrangle follow the stratigraphic nomenclature 
of Blakey and Middleton (1998): Schnebly Hill Formation, Hermit Formation, and Esplanade 
Sandstone of the Supai Group; these formations were mapped as the lower and middle parts of the 
Supai Formation by Levings, 1980, and by Weir and others, 1989.  The Schnebly Hill Formation is 
preserved only in four locations where it has been protected by overlying lava flows and a plug: 
Anderson Butte, Windmill Mountain, a plug on the east border of the quadrangle (Lobo Butte, 
Twenter and Metzger, 1963, Plate 1), and at the east border of the quadrangle near Deer Pass 
Ranch; maximum preserved thickness is about 220 feet.  The Hermit Formation occupies 
moderately sloping terrain in the northeast part of the map, below the Verde Formation in the 
northwest part of the map, and locally below Tertiary gravel and volcanic rocks along Oak Creek on 
the east side of the map.  Measured on the map, the Hermit Formation is approximately 220 feet 
thick.  The Esplanade Sandstone is exposed along incised drainages in the north part of the map, 
and locally along Dry Creek on the east side of the map; about 180 feet of the sandstone is exposed 
at Loy Canyon.   
 
 Tertiary gravel deposits of local and distant sources were identified and mapped in 
accordance with the classification of Holm (2001).  Locally derived gravel was transported south 
from the Mogollon Rim and from areas between the rim and the quadrangle; older deposits lack 
volcanic clasts, and younger deposits contain clasts of basalt and sparse basanite.  Gravel composed 
of far-travelled clasts was derived from distant sources to the south, probably in central Arizona; 
however, elevations of the distant gravel indicate south-southeast transport within the quadrangle.  
Exotic clasts include Precambrian, lower Paleozoic, and lower to middle Tertiary (?) volcanic rocks. 
 
 Ages of the volcanic rocks are poorly known.  The second oldest lava flow in the quadrangle 
(basanitic nephelinite flows of Oak Creek, Tno) has a K-Ar age of 13.47 Ma (Ranney, 1988), and a 
dike of similar composition at Casner Butte 12 miles (19 km) east-southeast of the quadrangle has a 
K-Ar age of  8.22 Ma (L. Peters, written commun. 1998).  The volcanic rocks underlie the Verde 
Formation, which is mostly younger than 8.3 Ma (see below).  On the basis of this sparse 
information, the volcanism is considered to be Middle to Late Miocene.  The quadrangle contains 
the largest number of vent structures and intrusions (49) in a volcanic field that extends southeast 
from Anderson Butte to Casner Butte, where it merges with volcanoes in the Mormon volcanic field 
on the Colorado Plateau (Holm and others, 1998, Holm and others, 1989).  The House Mountain 
shield volcano is the principal central volcano in this northern Verde Valley volcanic field; its 
summit is 1.5 miles (2.4 km) east of the quadrangle.  Highly alkaline rocks such as basanitic 
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nephelinite and basanite  are the predominant igneous products within the quadrangle, and are 
notable components at House Mountain and Casner Butte (Wittke and Holm, 1996, Holm and 
others, 1998).  Small pods and lenses of phaneritic nepheline monzosyenite and nepheline 
monzodiorite in all of these locations are noteworthy because of their unusual occurrence in 
Arizona.  The most prominent volcano in the quadrangle is Windmill Mountain, an exogenous lava 
dome of basanite; camptonite lava formed an exogenous lava dome near Page Springs.  Lava cones 
are the most common type of volcano in the quadrangle: basanitic nephelinite (7), basanite (5), 
composite (1); cinder cones of these lithologies have been eroded or are covered by associated lava 
flows.  Shield volcanoes were constructed by basalt lava (1) in the center of the quadrangle near 
Malpais Tank, and by basanitic nephelinite (1), which is now buried below the west flank of House 
Mountain.  Most basaltic volcanoes were cinder cones fed by dikes, but the cones have been eroded 
(possibly 8 to 14); basaltic cinders occur only where they have been buried by lava flows or 
protected by plugs.  Dikes and plugs are nearly equally represented by the three principal mafic 
lithologies (basanitic nephelinite, basanite, basalt).   
 
 The Verde Formation ranges in age from Late Miocene to Pliocene; K-Ar ages of basalt lava 
flows interbedded with the sedimentary rocks are: 8.3 Ma, 5.5 Ma, and 4.5 Ma (Nations and others, 
1981).  Principal lithologies are lacustrine limestone, fine-grained sandstone, and cemented gravel 
(conglomerate). The gravel facies mostly underlies the lacustrine facies, but locally it is 
interbedded.  Within the Verde Formation map unit (Tv) local occurrences of the gravel facies are 
indicated on the map with symbols (vg, tvg); these deposits probably mark active drainages at the 
time the Verde basin was filling with sediment.  Everywhere that the Verde Formation is in contact 
with volcanic rocks, the former is on top.  The highest elevation of Verde Formation in the 
quadrangle is 4,500 feet on an isolated patch of limestone at the north border, 160 feet below the 
highest preserved elevation of limestone on the south flank of House Mountain (4,660 feet, Twenter 
and Metzger, 1963, section 12).  In the southwest corner of the quadrangle, the Verde River has 
eroded the Verde Formation down to elevation 3,280 feet, which indicates considerable erosion 
during the Quaternary.  
 
 Faults occur throughout the parts of the quadrangle covered by Paleozoic strata and volcanic 
rocks, but are uncommon, or not recognized, in the areas covered by the Verde Formation. Nations 
and others (1981) suggest that the mesa-capping lacustrine limestones of the Verde Formation in the 
northern part of the Verde basin are Pliocene.  These relations imply that most faulting in the 
quadrangle was Miocene, but some faults in the Paleozoic strata could be older. The faults are high-
angle, and, where measureable, have low to moderate offsets of 10 to 220 feet.  Most faults trend 
NW-SE, but NE-SW trends are common, and E-W and N-S traces are represented.  
 

Maps 
 

Sheet 1.  Geologic Map of Page Springs Quadrangle, Arizona. 
Sheet 2.  Geologic Map of Page Springs Quadrangle, Arizona, Uncolored. 
Sheet 3.  Geologic Map of Page Springs Quadrangle, Arizona Showing Locations of Vent 
 Structures and Intrusions; includes explanation of Geologic Map Symbols. 
Sheet 4.  Geologic Map of Page Springs Quadrangle, Arizona Showing Locations of Analyzed 
 Samples. 
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Explanation of Geologic Map Symbols is also on Sheet 3. 
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TABLE 1.  CHEMICAL ANALYSES AND CIPW NORMATIVE COMPOSITIONS OF 
SAMPLES FROM PAGE SPRINGS QUADRANGLE, ARIZONA 

Sample PS356 PS378 PS387-1 PS389 
Map Unit Tnt Tm Tobo Tcbsi 
SiO2 41.30 48.97 51.19 45.58 
TiO2   1.94   1.20   1.49   2.20 
Al2O3 11.74 14.35 14.35 13.96 
FeO 11.58   8.98 11.07 11.42 
MnO   0.20   0.16   0.16   0.18 
MgO 13.02   7.66   7.82   8.52 
CaO 13.04   8.84   8.62 10.91 
Na2O   3.51   5.19   3.60   3.63 
K2O   0.90   1.80   0.85   1.62 
P2O5   1.69   1.28   0.28   0.99 
Total 98.91 98.43 99.44 99.01 
LOI   1.64 n.d. n.d. n.d. 
Sc     23     21   28     17 
V   245   206 203   257 
Cr   457   300 262   244 
Ni   280     90 201   123 
Cu   121   101 111   117 
Zn   122   136 116   131 
Rb     21     17   10     22 
Sr 1687 1812 860 1199 
Y     26     18   23     20 
Zr   257   167 110   187 
Nb     56.9     22.5    7.0     41.9 
Ba  1263 1210 688   959 
La      96     61   36     62 
Ce    179     96   56   110 
Pb        9     24     5     11 
Th      15       8     1       8 
Ga      20     23   18     24 
Mg #*     66.73    60.34 55.75 57.09 
or   5.26 10.56   5.03   9.59 
ab   0.54 27.19 32.37 15.76 
an 13.47 10.47 20.52 17.06 
ne 18.37 11.44   0.00 10.15 
di 31.67 19.80 16.37 24.55 
hy   0.00   0.00 12.08   0.00 
ol 20.98 13.42   7.82 13.86 
mt   3.55   2.80   3.13   3.88 
il   2.67   1.66   2.08   3.07 
ap   3.49   2.66   0.59   2.08 
%AN† 96.15 27.80 38.80 51.98 
    Note: Oxides are in weight percent; trace elements are in parts per million.  Chemical analyses are by X-ray 
fluorescence at WSU GeoAnalytical Laboratory, 2003. 
    *Mg # = 100MgO/(MgO+FeO), where the oxides are first divided by their molecular weights. 
    †%AN = 100an/(an+ab) 
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